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Abstract. Recent studies suggested significant impacts of boreal cryosphere changes on wintertime air 10 
stagnation and haze pollution extremes in China. However, the underlying mechanism of such a 
teleconnection relationship remains unclear. Here we used the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate 
Model (WACCM) to investigate dynamic processes leading to atmospheric circulation and air 
stagnation responses to Arctic sea ice changes. We conducted four climate sensitivity experiments by 
perturbing sea ice concentrations (SIC) and corresponding sea surface temperature (SST) in autumn and 15 
early winter over the whole Arctic and three sub-regions in the climate model. The results indicate 
different responses in the general circulation and regional ventilation to the region-specific Arctic 
changes, with the largest increase of both the probability (by 120%) and the intensity (by 32%) of air 
stagnation extreme events being found in the experiment driven by SIC and SST changes over the 
Pacific sector of the Arctic (the East Siberian and Chukchi Seas). The increased air stagnation extreme 20 
events are mainly driven by an amplified hemispheric-scale atmospheric teleconnection pattern that 
resembles the negative phase of the Eurasian (EU) pattern. Dynamical diagnostics suggest that 
convergence of transient eddy forcing in the vicinity of Scandinavia in winter is largely responsible for 
the amplification of the teleconnection pattern. Transient eddy vorticity fluxes dominate the transient 
eddy forcing and produce a barotropic anticyclonic anomaly near Scandinavia and wave-train 25 
propagation across Eurasia to the downstream regions in East Asia. The piecewise potential vorticity 
inversion analysis reveals that this long-range atmospheric teleconnection of the Arctic origin takes 
place primarily in the middle and upper troposphere. The anomalous ridge over East Asia in the middle 
and upper troposphere worsens regional ventilation conditions by weakening monsoon northwesterlies 
and enhancing temperature inversion near the surface, leading to more and stronger air stagnation and 30 
pollution extremes over eastern China in winter. Ensemble projections based on the state-of-the-art 
climate models in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) corroborate this 
teleconnection relationship between high-latitude environmental changes and middle-latitude weather 
extremes, though the tendency and magnitude vary considerably among each participating model. 
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1 Introduction 

The severe haze pollution over the East China Plains (ECP) in recent boreal winter has drawn broad 
attention because of its profound public health (Kan et al., 2012), socioeconomic (Xie et al., 2016), and 
climatic impacts (Li et al., 2016). In response to these environmental stressors, the Chinese government 
has prioritized environment protection to address the urgent public health needs (State Council of 5 
China, 2013). Many studies have investigated from various perspectives the possible causes of the 
severe haze pollution, ranging from massive primary emissions (Liu et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2016), rapid 
secondary pollution formation (Cheng et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2014; Wang et al., 
2016), unfavorable regional circulation features (Jia et al., 2015; Niu et al., 2010; Yin and Wang, 2017), 
and positive aerosol-weather feedback effects (Zhang et al., 2018; Zhong et al., 2018; Lou et al., 2019). 10 
An et al. (2019) provides a recent review of the severe haze problems in China and emphasized the 
synergistic effect of all these contributing features. It has also been reported that climate change plays 
an important role in generating conducive meteorological conditions for the favorable formation and 
unfavorable ventilation for air pollution in China and many other regions (Cai et al., 2017; Dawson et 
al., 2014; Horton et al., 2014; Wang and Chen, 2016). Several possible climate factors have been 15 
investigated for their effects on winter haze pollution in China, including: 1) Arctic sea ice (Wang et al., 
2015; Zou et al., 2017); 2) Eurasian snow cover (Yin and Wang, 2018; Zou et al., 2017); 3) El Niño–
Southern Oscillation (ENSO; Chang et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019); 
4) Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO; Zhao et al., 2016); and 5) the northwestern Pacific sea surface 
temperature (SST; Pei et al., 2018). In these studies, researchers mainly focused on the relationships of 20 
various climate factors with pollution-related weather conditions such as the intensity of East Asia 
winter monsoon (EAWM), planetary boundary layer height, precipitation, and circulation patterns that 
correlated with winter haze pollution in China. The data analysis results were further corroborated by 
modeling studies (Zhao et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019; Zou et al., 2017). However, a 
clear understanding of key dynamic processes linking complex meteorological changes to critical 25 
climate factors was still missing, which is necessary to establish a robust causal relationship between 
remote climate drivers and local atmospheric responses because a good correlation does not necessarily 
imply causation. Other studies have examined future projections of future air stagnation conditions 
based on the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) high emission scenario 
(RCP8.5) data (Taylor et al., 2012) and ended up with contradictory conclusions over the eastern China 30 
region (Cai et al., 2017; Horton et al., 2014), which further highlights the importance of physical 
process-based analysis of modeling results. Given the increasing evidence of the profound influence of 
climate change—especially that occurring in high-latitude regions—on middle-latitude circulation and 
weather extremes (Cohen et al., 2014; IPCC, 2019), it is imperative to identify the key atmospheric 
processes driving the circulation responses and to understand the underlying physical mechanisms. 35 
Therefore, here we have re-analyzed the particular linkage between Arctic sea ice change and 
wintertime air stagnation in China identified by our previous study (Zou et al., 2017) and elucidated the 
teleconnection mechanism based on new climate model sensitivity experiments and dynamic diagnoses. 
We describe the analytical methods and datasets in Sect. 2 and analysis of model results in Sect. 3, 
which is followed by discussion and conclusions in Sect. 4. 40 
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2 Analysis methods and datasets 

2.1 Observation and reanalysis data 

We collected monthly gridded Arctic sea ice concentration (SIC) and sea surface temperature (SST) 
data for 1950-2018 from the Met Office Hadley Centre (HadISST; Rayner et al., 2003) for statistical 
analysis and comparison to numerical simulation experiments. We conducted trend analysis for Arctic 5 
sea ice changes and investigated the statistical correlation between these changes and key atmospheric 
circulation patterns of interest. The National Centers for Environmental Prediction and National Center 
of Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis data (Kalnay et al., 1996) was used to calculate 
indices of a hemispheric-scale Eurasian (EU) pattern (Wallace and Gutzler, 1981) and a regional 
circulation pattern (MCA_Z500) over East Asia in the 500 hPa geopotential height field (Z500) (Fig. S1 10 
in the Supplement). The latter pattern was determined using a Maximum Covariance Analysis (MCA) 
method (Wilks, 2011) as in our previous study (Zou et al., 2017). We focused on these two circulation 
patterns at different spatial scales given their considerable impacts on winter synoptic weather (Liu et 
al., 2014; Wang and Zhang, 2015) and regional haze pollution (Li et al., 2019) in China. We also used 
the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data to calculate a pollution potential index (PPI) as a synthetic 15 
meteorological proxy for describing regional air stagnation severity (Zou et al., 2017). We followed the 
definition of the EU index (EUI) in Wallace and Gutzler (1981) and calculated the EU index in winter 
(December-January-February; DJF) from 1951 to 2019 (years are aligned with January of the winter 
season in this work),  
𝐸𝑈𝐼 = − &

'
𝑍∗(55°	𝑁	,20°	𝐸) + &

4
𝑍∗(55°	𝑁, 75°	𝐸) − &

'
𝑍∗(40°	𝑁, 145°	𝐸) ,  (1) 20 

where 𝑍∗ denotes the normalized monthly mean geopotential height anomalies at 500 hPa using the 
1981-2010 average as the climatology. We then regressed the 500 hPa geopotential height anomalies 
onto this index to get the EU spatial pattern (Fig. 1), which resembles those reported in Liu et al. 
(2014); Wallace and Gutzler, (1981) and Wang and Zhang (2015) quite well.  

We then calculated winter (DJF) PPI in 1951-2019 based on normalized surface wind speed and near 25 
surface temperature gradient of the reanalysis data in Eq. (2). We first standardized surface wind speed 
and potential temperature gradient between 925 hPa and 1000 hPa for each grid cell by subtracting their 
time-averaged values over 1981-2010 and dividing by the standard deviations in the same period. We 
then estimated grid-scale PPI by weighted averaging wind speed index (WSI) and air temperature 
gradient index (ATGI),           30 
𝑃𝑃𝐼 = 9:×<=>?9@×ABC>

|9:|?|9@|
 ,         (2) 

where r1 and r2 are the Person correlation coefficients of WSI (r1 = -0.73) and ATGI (r2 = 0.70) with in 
situ PM10 observations over the ECP area (Zou et al., 2017). The regional averaged ECP_PPI was 
estimated by averaging grid-scale PPI over the ECP area (112° E to 122° E, 30° N to 41° N). 

Lastly, we applied the MCA method to the Z500 and PPI fields and identified the regional 35 
MCA_Z500 pattern that had the largest covariance with PPI changes in ECP. The MCA analysis 
performs a singular value decomposition of the covariance matrix of the selected two variables and 
generates a series of coupled modes in space and time dimensions for both variables (Wilks, 2011). We 
chose the first couple of modes in the Z500 and PPI fields as the MCA_Z500 and MCA_PPI patterns 
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that show the largest covariance with each other (r=0.65; Fig. S1 in the Supplement). The MCA_Z500 
pattern resembles a regional manifestation of the hemispheric-scale EU pattern (in negative phase) with 
a good correlation between these two indices (r=-0.67; Fig. S1 in the Supplement). However, it’s worth 
noting that this regional MCA_Z500 pattern can also be excited by other large-scale teleconnection 
processes associated with both natural variability and perturbed atmospheric wave activity. These 5 
variables were assessed as metrics of circulation and ventilation responses to climate forcing in the 
following sections. 

2.2 Climate models and numerical sensitivity experiments 

This study uses the high-top Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) version 5 
(Marsh et al., 2013) under the common numerical framework of the NCAR Community Earth System 10 
Model (CESM) for climate sensitivity experiments. WACCM is a comprehensive atmospheric model 
with a well-resolved stratosphere of 70 vertical layers spanning the surface to the thermosphere (~0.001 
hPa) at a horizontal resolution of 1.9° (latitude) ×2.5° (longitude). We conducted 30-year simulations 
(with an additional unanalyzed 1-year period for the control run as spin-up) as the control (CTRL) run 
with annually repeating prescribed climatological (1981-2010 average) Arctic SIC and SST from the 15 
Met Office Hadley Centre (Rayner et al., 2003) (Table 1). We then performed four climate sensitivity 
experiments by perturbing SIC and SST in different Arctic regions to investigate the climate sensitivity 
to regional Arctic sea ice changes and associated local ocean warming (Screen et al., 2013). The spatial 
distribution of correlation coefficients between SIC and EU indices (Fig. 1b) indicated varying climate 
sensitivity relationships between regional sea ice changes and circulation responses as suggested by 20 
previous studies (Screen, 2017; Sun et al., 2015; McKenna et al., 2018). To test this region-specific 
climate sensitivity, we first perturbed SIC and SST in the whole Arctic region to evaluate their 
comprehensive climate effects, and then divided the whole Arctic region into three sub-regions (R1-R3; 
Fig. 1b) and perturbed regional SIC and SST in three region-specific numerical experiments (Table 1). 
Specifically, we branched an 8-month simulation from each July of the CTRL run with observed 25 
SIC/SST data in autumn and early winter (August-November) of 2012 over the whole Arctic in the first 
sensitivity experiment (SENSall). We chose 2012 because it has the lowest level of Arctic sea ice 
concentrations throughout the satellite era of the last four decades (NSIDC/NASA, 2019) and provides 
the strongest sea-ice perturbation to the climate system. We only changed the surface boundary 
conditions (SIC/SST) at these modeling grid cells with SIC anomalies larger than 10% to focus on the 30 
Arctic regions with the most significant changes. We then added three region-specific sensitivity 
experiments (SENSr1/r2/r3) by perturbing regional SIC and SST in R1-R3 regions (R1: 30° E to 150° 
E, 70° N to 85° N; R2: 150° E to 145° W, 60° N to 85° N; R3: 145° W to 30° W, 50° N to 85° N; Fig. 
1b) respectively following the same perturbation method in SENSall. We analyzed the continuous 
December-January-February data at the end of each sensitivity simulation to examine the seasonal 35 
impact of Arctic sea ice changes in comparison with observation and reanalysis data. The simulated 
EU/MCA_Z500 circulation indices were estimated by projecting modeling differences (SENSx-CTRL, 
x=all/r1/r2/r3) onto the reanalysis-based EU/MCA_Z500 patterns, and the ECP_PPI indices in the 
model were calculated following the same method of the reanalysis one by using the CTRL ensemble 
mean as the climatology.   40 
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Since the default 2000-based emission inventory (Lamarque et al., 2010) in WACCM was prepared 
for the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC AR5) and is 
low biased over China, we updated the anthropogenic emission inventory in China by replacing the 
default one with the 2010-based multi-resolution emission inventory for China (MEIC; Li et al., 2017). 
The MEIC-MIX inventory was developed for the years 2008 and 2010 and has been widely used for air 5 
pollution simulation and health impact assessment studies in China (Geng et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 
2017). It is worth noting that the main objective of this study is not to reproduce severe haze pollution 
extremes in China, but to understand how regional atmosphere and pollution conditions respond to the 
key climate drivers in the high latitudes. Therefore, we only focused on the relative changes of PPI and 
surface PM2.5 concentrations between SENS and CTRL experiments and investigated dynamic 10 
processes associated with these changes in our following analysis. 

Besides the CESM-WACCM model used in the sensitivity experiments, we also analyzed modeling 
results from other state-of-the-art climate models in the latest CMIP6 project to examine the 
teleconnection relationship between Arctic sea ice and regional air stagnation in China. Table S1 in the 
Supplement lists the 8 CMIP6 models with the same experiment and variant ID (r1i1p1f1) used for 15 
historical simulations and future projections of the Arctic sea ice extent (SIE) and ECP_PPI time series. 
SIE is a measurement of the ocean area where sea ice concentrations exceed 15% (NSIDC, 2019). We 
analyzed historical simulations (1950-2014; Eying et al., 2016) and future projections (2015-2100) of 
the Shared Socioeconomic Pathway under a high greenhouse gas emission scenario (SSP5-8.5; O’Neill 
et al., 2016) by each model to maintain consistency with previous studies (Cai et al., 2017; Horton et al., 20 
2014). We then calculated time series of regional averaged Arctic SIE and ECP_PPI in each CMIP6 
model to estimate ensemble means and standard deviations of these variables. The estimation of the SIE 
relative changes and ECP_PPI indices in CMIP6 followed the same method of the observation- and 
reanalysis-based ones by using 1981-2010 historical runs as the climatology. The whole CMIP6 time 
series of the 150 years were equally divided into three time periods (P1-P3) to evaluate regional air 25 
stagnation conditions under different Arctic sea ice forcing. 

2.3 Statistical analysis methods 

We examined long-term linear trends of observed SIC in each grid cell in Fig. 1 using the Mann-
Kendall test, which is a non-parametric (i.e., distribution free) method that is based on the relative 
ranking of data values. After trend detection, we estimated the Pearson correlation between the gridded 30 
sea ice variations and the EU index. To evaluate the circulation impact on regional ventilation, we 
conducted composite analysis of gridded PPIs over the middle latitude regions and examined their 
statistical significance using the two-sided Student’s t-test. The t-test was also used to evaluate 
statistical significance of surface heat flux changes and atmospheric responses in the modeling results, 
such as the ensemble mean differences of atmospheric variables between the WACCM SENS and 35 
CTRL experiments. 

To further evaluate climate sensitivity modeling results, we used statistical functions in Python 
(https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/stats.html) to evaluate statistical properties of the modeling 
samples and estimate their cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) and probability density functions 
(PDFs) following proper distributions. We first examined the statistics of the MCA_Z500 and ECP_PPI 40 
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indices in each experiment in terms of their location, scale, and shape (Table S2), and then conducted 
the Shapiro-Wilk normality test (Wilks, 2011) to examine whether the data conform to normal 
distributions (Fig. S2 and Fig. S3 in the Supplement). The null hypothesis of the normality test is that 
the sampling data from each experiment are drawn from a normal distribution. If the p-value is larger 
than 0.05, we failed to reject the null hypothesis and fitted normal distribution CDF/PDF curves to the 5 
data (30	years	×	3 winter months = 90 samples). Otherwise, we rejected the null hypothesis and chose a 
proper non-Gaussian distribution to fit CDF/PDF curves to the data. Table S2 shows these statistical 
properties and test results of each experiment, which suggests that the data in most experiments 
conform to normal distributions except MCA_Z500 in SENSall and MCA_Z500/ECP_PPI in SENSr2. 
The statistics and histograms of the SENSall MCA_Z500 indices suggest a skew distribution to the left, 10 
while these of the SENSr2 MCA_Z500/ECP_PPI indices suggest a skew distribution to the right. 
Therefore, we fitted a left-skewed Gumbel distribution to the SENSall MCA_Z500 data and a right-
skewed Gumbel distribution to the SENSr2 data, respectively. The goodness-of-fit results are shown in 
the Q-Q plots of Fig. S2 and Fig. S3 in the Supplement. After distribution fitting, we chose the 95th 
percentiles of the MCA_Z500 and ECP_PPI indices in CTRL as the thresholds of positive extremes and 15 
estimated the probability of extreme events in the four SENS experiments based on their fitted CDF 
curves (i.e., 𝑃EE>FGHFIEE>JKLMNOPQ ).  The average intensity of positive extreme values in each experiment was 
estimated by weighted averaging these values with their probabilities as weights. The fitted CDFs for all 
the WACCM experiments are shown in Fig. 3 and discussed below. For CMIP6 data, we used the same 
approach to fit CDF curves for each modeling and the reanalysis data in different time periods. The 20 
CDFs for three time periods over 1950-2000 (P1), 2001-2050 (P2), and 2051-2100 (P3) are shown in 
Fig. 7 and discussed later near that figure. The P1 time period over 1951-2000 was chosen as the 
reference period for the NCEP reanalysis and CMIP6 modeling data. The thresholds of positive 
extremes in the reanalysis and CMIP6 models were defined as the 95th percentiles of ECP_PPI values in 
this reference time period, which were then used to evaluate probability changes of extreme events in 25 
the other two periods (i.e., 𝑃EE>R@/TIEE>R:NOPQ).  

Such extreme value analyses provide an alternative perspective in addition to the traditional 
ensemble mean statistics with a more comprehensive understanding of atmospheric responses to climate 
forcing on full distribution curves. A special report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC, 2012) focusing on the risks of climate extreme events proposed three kinds of responses 30 
including “shifted mean”, “increased variability”, and “changed symmetry” in climate variable 
distributions to climate change. These distinct responses demonstrate that changes in extremes can be 
linked to changes in the mean, variance, or shape of probability distributions, or all of these (IPCC, 
2012). We followed this analysis framework to examine statistical distribution changes in regional 
circulation (MCA_Z500) and ventilation (ECP_PPI) with consideration of both natural variability and 35 
perturbation-induced responses in our climate sensitivity experiments. The uncertainty of the extreme 
probabilities and intensities in each experiment was evaluated using the bootstrap method by resampling 
the model simulated samples 5000 times and re-estimating those statistics based on the repeatedly fitted 
CDFs (Tables S3 and S4). 
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2.4 Diagnostics of atmospheric dynamics 

To understand the atmospheric pathway from the Arctic sea ice forcing to regional circulation 
responses, we employed multiple dynamic diagnostic tools to investigate storm-track characteristics and 
local interactions between transient eddy forcing and the time-mean flow. The properties of transient 
eddies were depicted by eddy kinetic energy (EKE) in Eq. (3) and the horizontal components of 5 
extended Eliassen-Palm vectors (E vectors) in Eq. (4) given by Hoskins et al. (1983), 
𝐸𝐾𝐸 = &

4
V𝑢X4YYYY + 𝑣X4YYYY[  ,         (3) 

𝑬	𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = &
4
V𝑣X4YYYY − 𝑢X4YYYY[ 𝐢 − 𝑢X𝑣XYYYYYY𝐣  ,       (4) 

where 𝑢 and 𝑣 are the daily zonal and meridional wind components, respectively. The prime denotes the 
2–8-day band-pass-filtered quantities and the overbar denotes time averaging over a month.  10 
The direction of E vectors approximately points to the wave energy propagation relative to the local 
time-mean flow, while the divergence and curl of E vectors indicate eddy-induced acceleration of local 
mean zonal and meridional winds (Hoskins et al., 1983; Trenberth, 1986).  

We then illustrated transient eddy feedback to the quasi-stationary flow by eddy-induced 
geopotential height tendencies due to the convergence and divergence of transient eddy vorticity and 15 
heat fluxes (Lau and Holopainen, 1984; Lau and Nath, 1991), 
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In Eq. (5), 𝐷o and 𝐷pare the eddy forcing due to heat and vorticity fluxes, respectively.	𝑓 is the 
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,  𝑉 is horizontal wind, and 𝜁 is relative vorticity. Here the prime 20 
and overbar are the same with these in Eqs. (3) and (4). By inverting the eddy forcing terms 𝐷o and 𝐷p 
on its right-hand side separately and solving the equation, we could distinguish each effect of vorticity 
and heat fluxes induced by transient eddies on the corresponding height tendencies 𝑍mo and 𝑍mp. The net 
tendency associated with the combination of 𝐷o and 𝐷p is denoted as 𝑍mo?p. 

Moreover, we used the phase-independent 3-dimensional wave activity flux (WAF; Takaya and 25 
Nakamura, 2001) based on the monthly averaged reanalysis and modeling data to diagnose zonal and 
vertical propagation of locally forced wave packet induced by quasi-geostrophic (QG) eddy 
disturbances embedded in a zonally varying basic flow,  
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Here u and v are the zonal and meridional wind components, respectively. 𝐔 = (𝑢, 𝑣, 0)B is a steady 30 
zonally inhomogeneous basic flow.	𝑝 = (pressure/1000	hPa) is normalized pressure, 𝜓X is a 
perturbation streamfunction, (∅, 𝜆) are latitude and longitude, 𝑎 is the earth’s radius, 𝑁4 =
(𝑅�𝑝/𝐻)(𝜕𝜃/𝜕𝑧) is the squared buoyancy frequency, 𝐂  represents the phase propagation in the 
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direction of 𝐔, and M can be interpreted as a generalization of small-amplitude pseudo-momentum for 
QG eddies onto a zonally varying basic flow. 

Lastly, we quantified the influence of circulation anomalies at different vertical levels using a 
piecewise potential vorticity (PV) inversion method (Black and McDaniel, 2004). The PV anomalies 
were calculated with reanalysis and simulation data for all troposphere pressure levels from 1000 hPa to 5 
100 hPa in Eq. (7), 
𝑞X = &

e
� &
(����l)@

h@

h�@
+ e

�@���l
h
hl
V���l

e
h
h±
[ + 𝑓4 h

hi
V h
hi
[�ΦX   ,   (7) 

where q is the PV, 𝜙 is the geopotential, f is the Coriolis parameter, and a prime represents the deviation 
from the smoothed climatological annual cycle. We then inverted individual PV “pieces” at different 
levels to evaluate near surface (850 hPa) horizontal wind anomalies related to these PV anomalies. The 10 
horizontal anomalous wind field that will be presented in Fig. 6 was derived from the geopotential 
height field based on geostrophic balance. We partitioned the 1000-100 hPa PV anomalies into the 
lower troposphere (1000-850 hPa) and the middle to upper troposphere (700-100 hPa) PV anomalies 
and compare their impacts on the near surface wind field in Sect. 3. 

3 Results 15 

3.1 Observation- and reanalysis-data based relationships among Arctic sea ice, atmospheric 
circulation, and boundary-layer ventilation  

We first examined the long-term variations of Arctic sea ice in autumn and early winter (August to 
November, ASON) of the past four decades during the satellite era. Figure 1a shows the strong 
decreasing trends in the Arctic sea ice extent, especially in the Eurasian and Pacific sectors such as the 20 
northern Barents Sea, Kara Sea, East Siberian Sea, and Chukchi Sea. The winter EU index shows 
positive correlations with the regional Arctic sea ice decline with the strongest correlation over the East 
Siberian Sea and Chukchi Sea (Fig. 1b). Positive correlations are also present when the long-term trend 
in regional sea ice changes is removed, suggesting a consistent relationship between EU variations and 
sea ice changes in these Arctic regions on shorter (both interdecadal and interannual) time scales.    25 

To evaluate the impact of EU phases on regional ventilation, we conducted composite analysis and 
compared wintertime boundary-layer PPI differences over the Northern Hemisphere corresponding to 
different EU phases. In general, PPI and EU show an in-phase relation with high (low) PPI anomalies 
corresponding to positive (negative) height anomalies in the EU pattern (Fig. 1c, d). Europe and East 
Asia become two hot-spot regions in the negative EU phase (Fig. 1d), implying significant sensitivity 30 
(lower ventilation capability and higher air pollution potential) in these regions. Since the EU index 
shows a positive correlation with the declining sea ice in the Pacific sector of the Arctic, we would 
expect air stagnation to occur in the hot spot regions coinciding with the decrease of regional Arctic sea 
ice observed there.  
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3.2 WACCM sensitivity simulations 

The statistical analysis suggests a potential linkage between the Arctic sea ice decline and the regional 
ventilation deterioration through a circulation change in the negative EU phase. We evaluated the 
teleconnection relationship using ensemble WACCM sensitivity experiments (Table 1). Figure 2 shows 
the mean surface sensible plus latent heat flux changes between the SENSall and CTRL experiments 5 
during autumn and winter. Since we perturbed the Arctic SIC and SST in the model surface boundary 
conditions from August to November, most Arctic regions show significantly increased heat fluxes in 
autumn and early winter, especially over the Kara Sea, Laptev Sea, East Siberian Sea, and Beaufort Sea 
(Fig. 2a). The heat flux changes are much weaker in winter with some remnant influence over the Kara 
Sea (Fig. 2b) due to the strong perturbation in this region. The comparison of monthly variations in 10 
regional averaged heat fluxes over the Arctic confirms the much stronger forcing in ASON (seasonal 
mean heat fluxes increased by 3.3 W/m2 or +16% over the Arctic in SENSall) than in DJF (seasonal 
mean heat fluxes decreased by 0.17 W/m2 or -1% over the Arctic in SENSall) (Fig. 2c). To examine the 
regional circulation and ventilation responses to these changes in the high latitudes, we fitted the CDF 
and PDF curves of MCA_Z500 and ECP_PPI based on CTRL and SENS modeling results in winter. 15 
Figure 3 shows the CDF changes of simulated MCA_Z500 (Fig. 3a) and ECP_PPI indices (Fig. 3b) 
between sensitivity and CTRL experiments. It is clear that both indices show more significant changes 
in their extreme members than in medians or ensemble means, especially in SENSr2 driven by SIC and 
SST changes in the Pacific sector of the Arctic (R2 in Fig. 1b). In SENSr2, the occurrence probability of 
MCA_Z500 positive extremes increases by 80% to 9% ± 3% (Fig. 3a; Table S3 in the Supplement), 20 
while the ECP_PPI positive extremes increases by 120% to 11% ± 3% (Fig. 3b; Table S3 in the 
Supplement). Meanwhile, the intensity of positive extreme values of both indices also increases by 26% 
and 32%, respectively (Table S4 in the Supplement). Such largely increased positive extremes in both 
indices of SENSr2 contribute to the positive responses in the ensemble means of two indices, making 
SENSr2 the only sensitivity experiment with positive ensemble mean ECP_PPI. In comparison, other 25 
SENS experiments generally show negative ensemble mean ECP_PPI values due to negatively shifted 
CDF curves at most percentiles. For instance, both curves in SENSr1 driven by the regional SIC/SST 
perturbation in the Barents-Kara Seas (R1 in Fig. 1b) show complete shifts toward the left side with 
negative ensemble means and medians of MCA_Z500 and ECP_PPI indices as well as more negative 
extremes at low quantiles and less positive extremes at high quantiles, suggesting an overall decrease of 30 
air stagnation and increase of regional ventilation driven by the SIC and SST changes in this region. 
The disparate results among the sensitivity experiments highlight distinct climate effects of regional 
SIC/SST changes as suggested by both statistical analysis in the last section and previous climate 
modeling studies. Screen (2017) and McKenna et al. (2018) investigated atmospheric responses to 
regional sea ice loss by perturbing regional SIC and SST or surface temperature. McKenna et al. (2018) 35 
focused on the climate impacts of sea ice loss in the Atlantic (the Barents-Kara Seas) and the Pacific 
sectors (the Chukchi-Bering Seas) of the Arctic, while Screen (2017) conducted more comprehensive 
investigation by dividing the whole Arctic region into nine sub-regions. These region-specific modeling 
studies suggested quite different or even opposite effects of regional sea ice forcing on general 
circulation in the stratosphere and troposphere. However, it is worth noting that they mainly focused on 40 
the responses in the stratospheric polar vortex and in the tropospheric Arctic Oscillation (AO) and North 
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Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), which are different from the EU and MCA_Z500 patterns of interest in this 
work.   

The differences in the MCA_Z500 and ECP_PPI responses among the four sensitivity experiments 
in extreme members and ensemble means also suggest complex relationships between Arctic sea ice 
loss and mid-latitude weather changes. Two distinct patterns of Asian winter climate responses to Arctic 5 
sea ice loss were identified in a previous study (Wu et al., 2015), one (the “Siberian High” pattern) in 
positive phase associated with the strengthened Siberia High and EAWM systems while the other (the 
“Asia-Arctic” pattern) in negative phase associated with weakened EAWM and enhanced precipitation 
in East Asia. Such opposite responses in regional climate and weather systems partly explain the 
concurrent changes in the two tails of distribution curves in our sensitivity experiments. An IPCC report 10 
(IPCC, 2012) demonstrated three kinds of responses in variable probability distributions to climate 
change, and our ECP_PPI results in the four SENS experiments agree with the proposed “increased 
variability”, “shifted mean”, “changed symmetry”, and “increased variability” responses, respectively 
(see section 2.3 and Table S2 and Fig. S3 in the Supplement for explanations). These distinct responses 
reflect complex interactions between atmospheric anomalies driven by climate forcing and atmospheric 15 
circulation associated with the natural variability. The coupling processes among different components 
of the climate system would compound such complexity by amplifying or dampening signal-to-noise 
ratios and expanding responsive regions (Deser et al., 2015; Deser et al., 2016). Smith et al. (2017) 
pointed out the importance of ocean-atmosphere coupling and the background state in modulating 
atmosphere responses to Arctic sea ice changes. They found that the background state plays a key role 20 
in determining the sign of the NAO responses to Arctic sea ice loss via the refraction of planetary waves 
by the climatological flow (Smith et al., 2017). These findings shed light on the diverse responses in our 
simulated distributions of MCA_Z500 and ECP_PPI because of the varying background flow in each 
modeling year. It is worth noting that we only changed the surface boundary conditions (SIC/SST) at 
these model grid cells with sea ice changes larger than 10% and kept other grid cells unperturbed. 25 
Because our study design used prescribed ocean data, the ice-ocean-atmosphere coupling is constrained 
and it might attenuate other atmospheric responses to sea ice changes as discussed in previous studies 
(Deser et al., 2015; Deser et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2017).  

Considering air pollution responses, we found exacerbated haze pollution represented by positive 
anomalous PM2.5 surface concentrations in eastern China regions concurrent with the ECP_PPI extreme 30 
values in all SENS experiments. The changes in surface PM2.5 concentration fields correspond well with 
the PPI changes with the most significant increases in SENSr2 (Fig. S4 in the Supplement) due to the 
largest number of positive extreme members in this case (Fig. 3b). These positive PPI extremes in 
SENSr2 are attributed to both reduced surface wind speed and enhanced near surface temperature 
inversion (Fig. S5 in the Supplement). The agreement between PPI and surface PM2.5 concentration 35 
changes demonstrates the promising capability of PPI for describing regional air stagnation and 
pollution potentials. Since the cause of increasing extreme events is the major concern of this work, we 
mainly focus on analyzing the dynamic processes contributing to the largest increase of ECP_PPI 
extremes in SENSr2 in the next section. 
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3.3 Diagnosis of dynamic processes 

To elucidate the dynamic mechanisms of air stagnation extreme events driven by the Arctic sea ice 
forcing, we examined atmospheric responses induced by sea ice perturbations from the perspective of 
wave activity fluxes and transient eddy feedback forcing in winter over the Northern Hemisphere based 
on the SENSr2 extreme members. We also evaluated climate impacts of the anomalous circulations and 5 
teleconnection patterns in these extremes on regional ventilation using the piecewise PV inversion 
method. We first describe the anomalous geopotential height field in the upper troposphere (250 hPa, 
Fig. 4a) and sea level pressure anomalies (Fig. 4b), both of which share similar features with strong 
positive anomalies over the North Pacific and Northern Europe and negative ones over central Siberia. 
This quasi-barotropic structure over most regions of the Northern Hemisphere agrees with previous 10 
findings regarding Arctic sea ice induced atmospheric responses at interseasonal scales (Deser et al., 
2010). The geopotential height anomalies in the upper troposphere manifest wave-train patterns with 
enhanced Rossby wave propagation from the North Pacific to North America and over the Eurasian 
continent (Fig. 4a). The sea level pressure anomalies exhibit eastward displacements with respect to the 
upper-troposphere anomalies over Eurasia (Fig. 4b). In particular, the negative sea level pressure 15 
anomaly over Siberia extends southeastward to southeastern China, suggesting a weakened Siberia 
High. In response, anomalous surface southerlies are seen along the coastal region of eastern China that 
offset the prevalent winter monsoon and thus increase the air stagnation in winter over eastern China.  

We then compare the difference of EKE and E vectors (section 2.4) between SENSr2 extreme 
members and CTRL ensemble mean and calculated anomalous 250 hPa geopotential height tendencies 20 
driven by transient eddies using Eq. (5). The most prominent features in the anomalous zonal wind and 
transient eddy fields are zonal positive anomalies over the mid-latitudes from the northeastern Pacific to 
North Africa that are to the south of the upper-troposphere negative height anomalies (Fig. 4c). 
Meanwhile, both zonal wind and EKE fields feature a moderate dipole around the positive height 
anomaly. The divergence of E vectors is seen from the northeastern Pacific to the North Atlantic, which 25 
results in amplifications of zonal winds and a climatology-like pattern of transient eddy feedback 
forcing with zonally elongated positive height tendencies to the south of negative height tendencies 
(Fig. 4d). In contrast, the E vectors converge over the vicinity of the Scandinavian region (Fig. 4d), 
suggesting a weakened zonal wind and thereby depress transient eddy activity. Accordingly, significant 
geopotential height tendencies driven by transient eddy forcing emerge in the upper troposphere, 30 
showing pronounced positive anomalies near the Scandinavian region. These tendencies are dominated 
by transient eddy vorticity forcing rather than transient eddy heat forcing, the latter of which shows 
opposite but much weaker effects on the upper level geopotential height field (Fig. S6 in the 
Supplement). Both transient eddy vorticity and heat flux forcing contribute constructively in the lower 
troposphere (Fig. S6 in the Supplement). 35 

We further compare the simulated atmosphere responses to the ensemble average of the 30 strongest 
negative EU years (10 minimums for each Dec/Jan/Feb month) in winter since 1950 in the reanalysis 
data. Figure 5 shows the horizontal (250 hPa) and vertical structures of wave propagation in reanalysis-
based negative EU extremes and SENSr2 extreme members. They show similar features of wave train 
patterns with two anomalous troughs over the North Atlantic (region A in Fig. 5a, b) and the Siberian 40 
(region C in Fig. 5a, b) areas and two anomalous ridges over the Scandinavian Peninsula (region B in 
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Fig. 5a, b) and East Asia (region D in Fig. 5a, b) areas. These wave train patterns exhibit barotropic 
vertical structures in the troposphere in both cases (Fig. 5c, d). Unlike the reanalysis members, the wave 
train pattern of SENSr2 extreme members shows a westward tilt in the lower troposphere with evident 
downward energy propagation. To understand why more extreme members occurred in SENSr2 than 
CTRL, we overlapped the vertical structure of the corresponding CTRL members (contours in Fig. 5d) 5 
to SENSr2 extreme members (shading in Fig. 5d) and compared their differences. Though these CTRL 
members share the same initial condition and similar vertical structures of wave train patterns with 
SENSr2 extreme members in upstream regions (e.g., the middle and upper troposphere over region B 
and C), a key difference emerges over the downstream region of East Asia (region D). Meanwhile, the 
anomalous centers of CTRL members are higher than the SENSr2 extreme members and reanalysis 10 
counterparts, which is unfavorable for the lateral Rossby wave propagation to help the formation of the 
positive height anomalies over East Asia. In contrast to negative to neutral height anomalies in CTRL 
members, these SENSr2 extreme members manifest positive anomalies in the middle to upper 
troposphere over this region. This critical difference appears to be the key to more frequent ECP_PPI 
extremes in the SENSr2 experiment.  15 

To illustrate this point, we used the piecewise PV inversion method to examine the impact of the 
circulation anomalies in region D (the red box in Fig. 5a) on regional ventilation over eastern China in 
both the reanalysis and modeling data. We first partitioned tropospheric PV anomalies into two parts: 
the lower troposphere (1000-850 hPa) and the middle to upper troposphere (700-100 hPa) and then 
inverted each PV piece at two levels to estimate the near-surface (850 hPa) horizontal anomalous winds 20 
associated with these PV anomalies. We find significantly weakened wind fields in eastern China in 
both data. In contrast to strong climatological northwesterly winds over northeastern Asia (Fig. 6a, b), 
PV anomalies in the middle to upper troposphere in both reanalysis-based negative EU and model-
based SENSr2 extreme members induce anomalous southeasterly winds at the lower troposphere over 
the East Asia coastal regions (Fig. 6c, d). These anomalous southeasterlies weaken the monsoon 25 
northwesterlies and strengthen air stagnation in this region. We also compare the contribution of PV 
anomalies at different levels and find that the ventilation suppression effect is dominated by anomalous 
PV in the middle to upper troposphere (700 hPa and above) rather than that in the lower troposphere 
(below 700 hPa) in both data. Comparing to anomalous southerly winds induced by PV anomalies in 
middle to upper levels (Fig. 6c, d), those PV anomalies in the lower troposphere mainly tend to 30 
strengthen northerly climatological winds over the ECP region (Fig. 6e, f). In general, the ventilation 
suppression effect associated with middle and upper level circulation anomalies overwhelms the 
enhancement effect associated with lower level anomalies and suppresses monsoon winds as a net effect 
(Fig. 6g, h).  

3.4 Historical simulations and future projections in CMIP6 35 

Lastly, we examined the historical simulations and future projections of Arctic SIE and ECP_PPI under 
the SSP5-8.5 scenario based on 8 currently available CMIP6 climate models (Eying et al., 2016; see 
Table S1 in the Supplement for model details) to understand how this teleconnection relationship might 
change in the future. Figure 7 shows the time series of these two variables and the statistical distribution 
changes of ECP_PPI among three time periods: P1 (1951-2000) as the reference period with slowly 40 
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declining Arctic SIE, P2 (2001-2050) as the near-term projection with rapidly decreasing Arctic SIE, 
and P3 (2051-2100) as the long-term projection with an almost ice-free Arctic in boreal Autumn. 
Although the CMIP6 model ensemble captures the observed decreasing trend in Arctic SIE, it generally 
shows less interannual and interdecadal variability of Arctic SIE and ECP_PPI than the reanalysis data. 
Low decadal variations in the CMIP6 models are also evident in the CDF distributions of simulated 5 
ECP_PPI. For instance, the simulated ECP_PPI CDF curve in P1 is positively shifted over the whole 
distribution range in comparison with the reanalysis-based one (Fig. 7b), while the simulated CDF 
curve in P2 is negatively shifted relative to the reanalysis data (Fig. 7c) especially over the lower ends 
of the distribution. Therefore, the shift to positive PPI distributions from P1 to P2 in the NCEP 
reanalysis data is much more significant than the CMIP6 ensemble. Consequently, the ensemble mean 10 
values and averaged probability of simulated ECP_PPI positive extremes increase from -0.05/5% in P1 
to 0.07/7% in P2 (Fig. 7c), which is smaller than those presented in the reanalysis data (-0.38/5% in P1 
to 0.30/19% in P2). With the greatest change of Arctic SIE in P3, the ensemble averaged probability of 
ECP_PPI positive extremes nearly doubles and increases to 9% with the ECP_PPI mean value of 0.09 
(Fig. 7d), and the ensemble variance of ECP_PPI projections also increases substantially. The model-15 
specific projections of positive extreme probabilities range between 2%-11% in P2, and between 2-13% 
in P3 (Table S5 and Fig. S7 in the Supplement).  

For more direct comparison with the CESM-WACCM sensitivity results in previous sections, we 
specifically looked into the two newer versions of CESM (CESM2 and CESM2-WACCM; Table S1 in 
the Supplement) that were developed in the same CESM project as the CESM-WACCM model used in 20 
this study. The ensemble mean and probability of positive extremes in the low-top CESM2 model 
increase from -0.07/5% in P1 to 0.20/11% in P2 and to 0.11/13% in P3, while these values in the high-
top CESM2-WACCM model increase from 0.03/5% in P1 to 0.36/10% in P2 and to 0.27/6% in P3 
(Table S5 and Fig. S7 in the Supplement). Both model results are much closer to the changes between 
P1 and P2 shown in the reanalysis data than the other CMIP6 models. These increments are also more 25 
significant than the SENSall results of the sensitivity experiment in this study, which might be 
attributable to the much stronger climate forcing and fully coupled modeling settings in the CMIP6 
simulations. 

4 Discussion and conclusions 

In this study, we revisited the connection between Arctic sea ice decline and winter air stagnation as a 30 
cause of pollution extremes in China. We identified a tropospheric pathway linking the remote sea ice 
changes in the Arctic to regional circulation and ventilation responses in eastern China based on 
statistical analysis and diagnosis of atmospheric dynamics using the NCEP reanalysis and climate 
model sensitivity simulation data. The teleconnection mechanism’s evolution can be summarized as 
follows: In autumn and early winter of recent years, sea ice declined greatly in most regions of the 35 
Arctic and significantly increased upward heat fluxes during the same period. These changes in surface 
boundary conditions, especially those that occurred in the Pacific sector of the Arctic (the East Siberian 
and Chukchi Seas), induced non-linear responses in the atmosphere during the following winter with 
strengthened eddy kinetic energy over the mid-latitudes from the northeastern Pacific to North Africa 
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and strong convergence of anomalous transient eddy vorticity fluxes over the vicinity of Scandinavia. 
This transient eddy forcing led to positive geopotential height tendencies as well as an anomalous ridge 
in this region throughout the troposphere. Constructive interference between eddy-induced wave 
packets and background flow enhanced wave train propagation across Eurasia, resembling the negative 
phase of the EU pattern. The high-pressure anomalies over eastern Asia in the middle and upper 5 
troposphere of this teleconnection pattern finally weakened boundary-layer air ventilation and 
exacerbated air stagnation extremes in eastern China by suppressing monsoon northwesterlies and 
enhancing near surface temperature inversion in this region. Such meteorological conditions were 
favorable to air pollutant accumulation and secondary formation. The occurrence of these 
teleconnection processes depends on complex interactions between climate disturbances and its internal 10 
variability, which are reflected by diverse climate sensitivity responses in the full statistical distributions 
of circulation and ventilation variables. The largest increase of both the probability (by 120%) and the 
intensity (by 32%) of air stagnation extreme events is found in the experiment driven by sea ice 
perturbations over the Pacific sector of the Arctic (the East Siberian and Chukchi Seas). We emphasize 
the importance of a full-distribution evaluation, especially for extreme event assessment and attribution, 15 
considering vastly different responses between mean conditions and extremes and the tendency of 
underestimated impacts of climate extremes (Schewe et al., 2019). Next, we discuss some relevant 
aspects that deserve more attention and further investigations.  

Firstly, Petoukhov et al. (2013) proposed a common physical mechanism for the generation of 
regional summer weather extremes in the Northern Hemisphere through quasi-resonant amplification 20 
(QRA). They argued that these extreme-related persistent longitudinal planetary-scale high-amplitude 
circulation patterns with zonal wave numbers m = 6, 7, or 8 might result from the trapping of quasi-
stationary free synoptic waves with zonal wave numbers k ≅ m. These waveguides favor a subsequent 
strong QRA of the usually weak quasi-stationary response of wave numbers m = 6-8 to climatological 
mean thermal and orographic forcing (Petoukhov et al., 2013). Several subsequent studies followed this 25 
analytical framework and demonstrated the critical role of QRA in recent warm-season extreme weather 
events (Coumou et al., 2014; Kornhuber et al., 2017; Petoukhov et al., 2016). Though the EU 
teleconnection pattern with zonal wave number m = 3 in this work does not support their hypothesis, 
the working mechanism through wave interference could be similar as shown in Fig. 5d. It is noted that 
atmospheric circulation patterns like EU with smaller wave numbers might be excited by quasi-30 
stationary spatially inhomogeneous diabatic sources/sinks and orography other than the thermal forcing 
associated with the SIC/SST perturbation used in this study. Therefore, we mainly focus on the relative 
changes of teleconnection occurrence probability between the CTRL and sensitivity experiments to 
isolate the contributions from this single forcing in the simulated atmospheric system. Multiple 
atmospheric processes and various forcing source regions associated with different teleconnection 35 
pathways might increase the detection difficulty in the whole Arctic perturbation experiment.  

Secondly, the climate impacts may vary in response to differing location and magnitude of climate 
forcing as we found in our regional sensitivity experiments and as often discussed in other modeling 
studies (Screen, 2017; Sun et al., 2015; McKenna et al., 2018). The different responses might be 
attributable to different mechanisms and atmospheric processes associated with specific forcing-40 
response relationships. Previous studies proposed multiple pathways of Arctic sea ice impacts on 
middle-latitude atmospheric circulation through troposphere-stratosphere coupling and/or tropospheric 
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processes only. It is an intriguing question to quantify the relative importance of different pathways in 
different case studies. Screen (2017) proposed that a stratosphere pathway dominated the atmosphere 
responses to sea ice loss in the Barents-Kara Seas whereas tropospheric processes governed wave train 
responses to sea ice loss in other regions, which is partly consistent with what we found in this study. 
Similarly, McKenna et al. (2018) also found opposite effects of the regional sea ice forcing on the 5 
stratospheric polar vortex in their full-magnitude and half-magnitude forcing experiments, but the 
tropospheric responses were different between the two experiments with different forcing magnitudes. 
They suggested that tropospheric processes become more important than stratospheric pathways as the 
sea ice loss magnitude increases (McKenna et al., 2018). Our modeling results indicate that the 
tropospheric processes are the key to understand the force-response relationship of interest. However, 10 
we can not rule out the possible role of stratospheric changes in midlatitude weather extreme events 
through stratosphere-troposphere coupling processes (Zhang et al., 2018), and the CESM2 model’s 
sensitivity appears to be stronger when the stratosphere is reasonably resolved in its high-top WACCM 
version. More detailed sensitivity experiments need to be designed and conducted to evaluate such 
pathway-dependent effects of Arctic sea ice loss on regional circulation and pollution conditions.  15 

Thirdly, climate responses to Arctic sea ice forcing may also vary on intra-seasonal scales. In a 
recent study, Lu et al. (2019) revealed an important role of the autumn Arctic sea ice in the phase 
reversal of the Siberian high in November and December-January. They suggested that the autumn 
Arctic sea ice loss, especially in the Barents Sea, could induce anomalous upward (downward) surface 
turbulent heat fluxes in November (December-January). This would strengthen (weaken) the 20 
development of the storm track in northeastern Europe and decrease (increase) Ural blockings with 
accelerated (decelerated) westerlies. With inhibited (enhanced) cold air transport from the Arctic to the 
Siberian area, a weaker (stronger) Siberian high in November (December-January) would occur 
thereafter. In our modeling results, we also found significant intra-seasonal variations in simulated 
atmosphere responses. Figure S8 in the Supplement shows weekly evolution of geopotential height 25 
tendencies and anomalies in SENSr2 from late November to February. The negative phases of the EU 
pattern are more prominent in early winter than in late winter. Better understanding of such intra-
seasonal variations could benefit seasonal and sub-seasonal forecasts of regional ventilation and 
pollution potentials.  

Last but not the least, concurrence of multiple climate drivers and their synergistic climate impacts 30 
should be considered. Since many other climate factors such as Eurasian snow cover, ENSO, and PDO 
also show considerable influence on regional circulation and air pollution in China (Chang et al., 2016; 
Sun et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019; Zou et al., 2017), more studies 
with concurrent climate drivers could be conducted for comprehensive understanding of climate change 
impacts. However, these climate drivers may interact with each other with both synergistic or 35 
antagonistic effects (Li et al., 2019). Active sea ice-ocean-atmosphere coupling also allows more 
sophisticated dynamic and thermodynamic feedbacks with expanded and enhanced climate responses as 
suggested by previous studies (Deser et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2017) and by the CMIP6 fully coupled 
projections in this study. Furthermore, the Arctic sea ice cover reached its historical minimum in the fall 
of 2012 (Fig. 7a; NSIDC/NASA, 2019). The slowdown of Arctic sea ice loss since then may reflect 40 
regional climate internal variability and may have weakened the effect of the Arctic sea ice loss on 
winter extreme haze occurrence in China in recent years.   
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Table 1. The modeling settings of the climate sensitivity experiments using CESM-WACCM 

Experiment CTRL SENSall SENSr1 SENSr2 SENSr3 
Time period 30 years 30 years 30 years 30 years 30 years 

Horizontal resolution 1.9°×2.5° 1.9°×2.5° 1.9°×2.5° 1.9°×2.5° 1.9°×2.5° 
Vertical level 70  70 70 70 70 
Atmosphere WACCM(a) WACCM WACCM WACCM WACCM 

Land CLM4.0 CLM4.0 CLM4.0 CLM4.0 CLM4.0 
Ocean Climatology(b) 2012 Arctic SST 2012 R1 SST(c) 2012 R2 SST 2012 R3 SST 
Sea ice Climatology(b) 2012 Arctic SIC 2012 R1 SIC 2012 R2 SIC 2012 R3 SIC 

China emissions MEIC-MIX MEIC-MIX MEIC-MIX MEIC-MIX MEIC-MIX 
Other emissions IPCC AR5 IPCC AR5 IPCC AR5 IPCC AR5 IPCC AR5 

(a): using CAM5 physics package and WACCM_MOZART_MAM3 chemistry package; 
(b): 1981-2010 average based on the HadISST SST and SIC data (Rayner et al., 2003); 
(c): see the main text and Fig. 1b for the R1-R3 region definition; 5 
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Figure 1. Relationship between Arctic sea ice changes, EU teleconnection, and pollution 
ventilation conditions in the Northern Hemisphere. (a) trends of Arctic sea ice changes in autumn 
and early winter (ASON) of 1980-2017 (color shading in the Arctic region, year-1); (b) correlation 5 
between the EU index and Arctic sea ice concentrations (color shading in the Arctic region, 
unitless); R1-3 denote the perturbation regions in the three region-specific sensitivity 
experiments; (c) PPI spatial distributions (color shading, unitless) during the positive phase of EU 
(contours with interval of 20 m; dashed/solid lines indicate negative/positive geopotential heights 
at 500 hPa); (d) PPI spatial distributions (color shading, unitless) during the negative phase of EU 10 
(contours with interval of 20 m; dashed/solid lines indicate negative/positive geopotential heights 
at 500 hPa). The black dots over color shading denote the 0.05 significance level based on the two-
tailed Student’s t-test. 
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Figure 2. Surface heat flux changes over the Arctic in the WACCM SENSall simulation. (a) 
differences of surface sensible plus latent heat fluxes (positive upward) between SENSall and 
CTRL during Aug-Nov; (b) differences of surface sensible plus latent heat fluxes between 5 
SENSall and CTRL during Dec-Feb; (c) comparison of regional averaged surface heat fluxes over 
the Arctic (north of 66.6° N) from August to February. The black dots in (a)/(b) denote the 0.05 
significance level. The error bars in (c) denote one standard deviation of the 30-member 
ensembles in CTRL and SENSall, respectively. 

 10 
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Figure 3. Atmospheric circulation and regional air stagnation responses to the Arctic sea ice 
forcing in the WACCM experiments. (a) comparison of cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) 
of the MCA_Z500 index in winter months (Dec, Jan, and Feb). The percentages in the legend are 
the occurrence probabilities of positive extreme members; the inset shows the zoomed-in 5 
distributions of positive MCA_Z500 extremes (≥ 𝑴𝑪𝑨_𝒁𝟓𝟎𝟎𝑪𝑻𝑹𝑳𝟗𝟓𝒕𝒉 ) and the black dashed lines in 
the inlet denote the positive extreme threshold (𝑴𝑪𝑨_𝒁𝟓𝟎𝟎𝑪𝑻𝑹𝑳𝟗𝟓𝒕𝒉 = 𝟎. 𝟖𝟑); (b) same as (a) but for 
the regional averaged ECP_PPI index; the inset shows the zoomed-in distributions of positive PPI 
extremes (≥ 𝑬𝑪𝑷_𝑷𝑷𝑰𝑪𝑻𝑹𝑳𝟗𝟓𝒕𝒉 ) and the black dashed lines in the inlet denote the positive extreme 
threshold (𝑬𝑪𝑷_𝑷𝑷𝑰𝑪𝑻𝑹𝑳𝟗𝟓𝒕𝒉 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟐). 10 
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Figure 4. Winter atmospheric responses to the autumn and early winter sea ice change in the 
Pacific sector of the Arctic in WACCM SENSr2 extreme members with respect to the CTRL 
ensemble mean. (a) geopotential height (color shading, m) and wave activity flux (vectors, m2 s-2) 
anomalies at 250 hPa; (b) sea level pressure (color shading, Pa) and surface wind circulation 5 
(vectors, m s-1) anomalies; (c) Anomalous transient eddy kinetic energy (color shading, m2 s-2) and 
zonal wind (contours, m s-1) anomalies at 250 hPa; (d) Anomalous E vectors (vectors, m2 s-2) and 
transient eddy-induced geopotential height tendencies (𝒁𝒕𝑽?𝑯) (color shading, m day-1) at 250 hPa. 
The black dots denote the 0.05 significance level. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of the EU pattern in the NCEP reanalysis data and WACCM SENSr2 5 
extreme members. (a) ensemble mean geopotential heights at 500 hPa (color shading, m) and 
wave activity flux (WAF) at 250 hPa (vectors, m2 s-2) of the 30 strongest negative EU months in 
winter (DJF) of 1951-2019; (b) same as (a) but based on the differences between the SENSr2 
extreme members and CTRL ensemble mean; (c) vertical cross section of geopotential heights 
(color shading, m) and WAF (vectors, m2 s-2) of the ensemble mean negative EU months along the 10 
wave propagation path shown in (a); (d) same as (c) but based on the differences between the 
SENSr2 extreme members and CTRL ensemble mean. The contours in (d) denote the 
geopotential height anomaly in the counterpart CTRL members of these SENSr2 extreme 
members. Note that the vertical components of WAF in (c)-(d) were scaled up by 200 for clear 
illustration. 15 
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Figure 6. Comparison of winter circulation in East Asia based on the piecewise PV inversion 
analysis with the NCEP reanalysis and WACCM experiments. (a) climatological wind speed 
(color shading, m) and directions (vector, m) at 850 hPa based on the reanalysis data; (b) same as 
(a) but based on the WACCM CTRL ensemble mean; (c) reanalysis-based wind circulation 5 
changes at 850 hPa induced by East Asia PV anomalies (see the red box in Fig. 5a) in the middle 
to upper troposphere (700-100 hPa) during strong negative EU months in winter; (d) model-based 
wind circulation changes at 850 hPa associated with the middle to upper troposphere PV changes 
over East Asia between SENSr2 extreme members and CTRL ensemble mean; (e) reanalysis-
based wind circulation changes at 850 hPa induced by East Asia PV anomalies in the lower 10 
troposphere (1000-850 hPa) during strong negative EU months in winter; (f) model-based wind 
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circulation changes at 850 hPa associated with the lower troposphere PV changes between 
SENSr2 extreme members and CTRL ensemble mean; (g) reanalysis-based wind circulation 
changes at 850 hPa induced by East Asia PV anomalies in the whole troposphere (1000-100 hPa) 
during strong negative EU months in winter; (h) model-based wind circulation changes at 850 
hPa associated with the whole troposphere PV changes between SENSr2 extreme members and 5 
CTRL ensemble mean. 
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Figure 7. Historical simulations and future projections (under the SSP5-8.5 scenario) of Arctic sea 
ice and regional air stagnation in observational and reanalysis data and CMIP6 models. (a) time 
series of the Arctic SIE relative changes (unit: %; relative to 1981-2010) in preceding September 5 
and ECP_PPI (unitless) in DJF of the following winter (using years of January for X-axis 
labeling). The solid lines denote observation- and reanalysis-based Arctic SIE and ECP_PPI from 
1950 to 2019. The dashed lines denote ensemble mean and the color shading denotes ±1 standard 
deviation of the 8 CMIP6 models (see Table S1 for model details) from 1950 to 2100. Note that the 
SIE time series were shifted one year after to be aligned with the ECP_PPI data; (b) comparison 10 
of ECP_PPI CDF curves between the NCEP reanalysis data and the CMIP6 models in the P1 time 
period from 1951 to 2000. The inlet denotes the distributions of positive extreme events (≥
𝑷𝑷𝑰𝐏𝟏𝟗𝟓

𝒕𝒉). The color shading denotes ±1 standard deviations in the 8 CMIP6 models; (c) Same as 
(b) but for the comparison between P1 and P2 (2001-2050) time periods as well as between the 
NCEP reanalysis data and the CMIP6 models; (d) same as (b) but for the comparison between P1 15 
and P3 (2051-2100) time periods as well as between the NCEP reanalysis data and the CMIP6 
models. The model-specific comparison in (b)-(d) are shown in Table S5 and Fig. S7 in the 
Supplement. 
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